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Abstract 

For mass transfer limited liquid- liquid reactions, a so called “slug flow” capillary 

microreactor has already been suggested. Internal circulations inside the slugs lead to 

increased mass transfer. The knowledge on the development of circulations and effects of 

operating parameters is crucial.  The present work shows the state of art to predict the internal 

circulation inside the liquid slugs using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations and 

visualization with the help of developed CFD particle tracing algorithm. Each slug was 

considered as separate domain and solved for individual slug as single phase flow. The effect 

of flow velocity and slug length on the velocity profile, stagnant region and internal 

circulations for slug without and with film is discussed. The internal circulations were 

qualitatively predicted with the help of particle tracing algorithm.  
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Introduction 

Microreactor technology, a key activity of process intensification, is expected to have a 

number of advantages in the process industries. Liquid- liquid reactions exhibiting mass 

transfer limitations are gaining more importance in small scale reactors like liquid- liquid slug 

flow microreactors (see Burn & Ramshaw, 1999). In this type of reactor, both phases move 

with constant slug volume and well defined mass transfer area. There are two ways of mass 

transfer, convection inside the liquid slug and diffusion between two slugs. The mass transfer 

is enhanced by internal circulation due to the shear between continuous phase/wall surface 

and slug axis, which leads to reduced path length and higher reaction rate. Strongly 

exothermic and hazardous reactions can be controlled with more precision, which can 

possibly give the technical relevance in the design of reactors for large scale production. In 

these reactors, the important parameters are pressure drop, selectivity and experimental 

stability of slug flow and wall film. In addition to this, internal flow patterns inside the slug 

plays important role in deciding the performance of the reactor.  

 

Packed bed microreactor for temporal analysis of products was used by Zou et al. (1993) to 

illustrate the effect of pulse inlet using measured mass spectrometer response of the reactant  

and quantified the results with developed model. Then several studies were made on 

hydrodynamics to identify the flow regime and flow regime transition by experimental 

characterization and modeling of the gas- liquid flows through different micro-systems 

(Paglianti et al; 1996, Mishima & Hibiki; 1996, Triplett et al; 1999; Kreutzer 2003 and 

Simmons et al; 2003).  Dispersion and mass transfer studies for gas- liquid flows are also 

available (Thulasidas et al; 1995, Bercic & Pinter; 1997 and Elperin & Fominykh; 1998). The 

flow patterns in the liquid slugs inside the capillaries were determined by Thulasidas et al. 

(1997) using particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) and reported recirculating patterns with high 
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degree of mixing. Few studies (like Piarah et al; 2001, Waheed et al; 2002 and Bothe et al; 

2003) on mass transfer from drops and bubbles to the surrounding fluid have given the 

numerical methodologies to predict the mass transfer. Recently, Taha and Cui (2004) used 

volume of fluid CFD method to obtain the velocity and bubble profile inside the vertical gas-

liquid slug flow inside the capillaries and found good agreement with published experimental 

measurements. 

 

The application of slug (capsules) in transportation of oil was studied experimentally by 

Hodgson and Charles (1963) and reported flow regimes, slug velocity and pressure gradient in 

oil-water flow through a 1.04 inch internal diameter horizontal pipe. They revealed from the 

actual photographs of flow patterns that the viscous or semi-rigid oil phase is completely 

surrounded by much less viscous water. Further, Charles (1963) developed a model for 

measurement of slug velocity and pressure gradient for laminar and turbulent flow conditions. 

The major contribution in the use of liquid- liquid slug flow in microreactors is done by 

Professor Ramshaw’s group from University of Newcastle, UK. Their experimental work of 

immiscible liquid-liquid flow inside a narrow channel for nitration of benzene shows the 

industrially competitive reaction rates (Burns & Ramshaw; 1999). In 2001, they developed a 

multiphase microreactor based upon the use of liquid- liquid slug flow and obtained mass 

transfer performance data for extraction of acetic acid from kerosene slugs. Based on their 

proposed device, Dummann et al. (2003) carried out experiments for the production of 

nitrobenzene in a capillary microreactor. The reaction was carried out in slug flow regime and 

it was observed that there was formation of by-products. They have done some CFD 

simulations and concluded that the enhancement of mass transfer can be interpreted in terms 

of an internal circulation flow within the plugs. Recently, Harries et al. (2003) developed a 

numerical model to simulate the segmented liquid-liquid flow. The general purpose CFD code 
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was extended in order to predict the internal flow patterns of fluid segments and the transfer 

of dissolved chemical species within segments and across fluid segment interfaces.    

 

From the literature review it is cleat that there is no model or methodology available which 

can give better understanding on the effect of operating parameters on the internal circulations 

inside the liquid slugs of liquid- liquid slug flow capillary microreactor. CFD could be one of 

the important methodologies which can give better understanding and quantitative 

information about flow patterns over wide operating window. In this present work, an attempt 

has been made to study the effect of film and other operating parameters like flow velocity 

and slug length on internal circulations inside the liquid slug using CFD. The simulations 

were carried out using the experimental operating conditions from Dummann et al. (2003). 

The stagnation region and circulation time was calculated from simulated results. For better 

physical understanding and visualization, a CFD particle tracing algorithm was developed.   

 

Internal Circulations  

When slugs move through the capillary, depending on the physical properties and operating 

conditions, internal circulations inside the slugs take place. The liquid inside the slug is driven 

by the wall surface and slug axis, which produce internal circulations. In many studies, it was 

revealed that there was wall film formation by one phase (continuous phase) on both sides of 

the other phase (discrete phase). In this case the liquid inside the slug is driven by the outer 

flow of film and slug through the interface. These circulations inside the slug reduce the 

thickness of boundary layer like interface between two fluids and wall film. In the presence of 

film, the whole slug surface take part in the mass transfer however if there is no film only 

ends of the slug take part. Thus the interfacial area for mass transfer between two phase 
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increases due to film thereby increases the mass transfer. This film thickness can be calculated 

the Bretherton law (Bico & Quere; 2000): 

2 31.34h RCa=            (1) 

 

 
Figure 1a: Liquid- liquid slug flow in a capillary millireactor showing stained aqueous phase 

and colourless organic phase (Dummann et al., 2003) 

 
Figure 1b: Schematic representation of internal circulations inside the aqueous and organic 

slug respectively. 
 
 

Dummann et al. (2003) used aqueous (mixture of concentrated sulphuric and nitric acid) and 

organic (benzene) phases for the production of nitrobenzene are shown in Figure 1a. The 

schematic representation of internal circulations for aqueous and organic slug is shown in 

Figure 1b. It shows three regions namely, recirculation region at the centre of the slug, 
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stagnant region where the liquid velocity is zero and film region. Similar type of circulations 

inside liquid slug of bubble train flow is shown by Gruber (2001). In this aqueous-organic 

slug flow, the aqueous phase acts as discrete phase while organic phase as continuous phase 

since it has less viscosity.  

 

When there is no film, each slug moves with average flow velocity in the capillary. However 

in the presence of film (organic phase), the film separates aqueous slug from the wall and as a 

consequence, the aqueous slug moves with a velocity slightly greater than the average liquid 

velocity. This velocity can be calculated by assuming a fully developed laminar velocity 

profile in the capillary (Charles, 1963). The velocity of the slug is considered as maximum 

velocity (plug flow behavior) inside the capillary, and relates average velocity inside the 

capillary by the following equation: 

2

2
1 ( )s av

s

V V
R R

=
+

          (2) 

 

In order to calculate the mass transfer and rate of mixing inside the liquid slug, the 

recirculation time is an important parameter. Thulasidas et al (1997) defined the circulation 

time in bubble train flow as time for the liquid to move form one end of the slug to the other 

end. Likewise, in liquid- liquid slug flow, the dimensionless recirculation time can be written 

by the flowing equations: 
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Slug with film 
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The radial position, r0,  is calculated by a velocity profile equation by putting the velocity 

equal to zero. 

 

CFD Simulations 

Problem Details and Solver  

The problem was considered as two dimensional and the geometries of aqueous and organic 

phases were retrieved from the experimental results of Dummann et al (2003). In experiments, 

large aqueous hold up is used hence the results show aqueous phase with long slug which is 

several times the diameter of the capillary while the organic phase is with short slug. Since the 

slug size distribution analysis shows 5 % deviation from mean value, it was assumed that the 

slug geometry is constant for a given flow velocity. Each slug was considered separately as a 

single phase domain and solved for individual slug. The length of the aqueous phase domain 

for without and with film was same while the radius was changed with film thickness for 

aqueous slug with film. For organic slug without film, the domain was considered as a closed 

geometry while in the case of with film there was film flow inlet and outlet. The front and 

back interface of all slugs was assumed same (symmetric) at each flow velocity though there 

was convective flow in or out of the organic slug with film. The slug lengths used for 

simulation were 2.379 and 4.758 mm for aqueous phase while 0.561 and 1.122 mm for 

organic slug.   
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The inhouse developed open-source Finite Element CFD Tool, FEATFLOW, was used for 

simulations. This package solves the non-stationary incompressible Navier-Stokes equations: 

 [ ]0, , 0,tu u v u u u p f in T∇ = − ∆ + ∇ + ∇ = Ω×i i      (5)       

 

The FEATFLOW package gives freedom to use two different approaches like a coupled 

approach and a projected approach to treat the discretized nonlinear system. The coupled 

approach couples velocity and pressure, promises best stability behavior but require largest 

numerical efforts while the projected solver decouples velocity and pressure, reduces the 

problem to the solution of a sequence of scalar problem (Turek, 1999). So in this case, the 

projected solver was used to simulate the flow field. 

 

Numerical Grid and Boundary Conditions 

In this study, the geometry considered is shown in Figure 1, with front interface being 

concave while back interface being convex for aqueous slug and vice a versa for organic slug. 

The structured two-dimensional coarse grid was generated with the help of in house 

developed Design and Visualization Software Resource (DeViSoR 2.1). The grid was refined 

near the wall and corner of the geometry for improving the resolution. The boundary 

conditions of aqueous phase are the same for slug without and with film. For aqueous slug 

and organic slug without film, since there was no inflow and outflow, Dirichlet type boundary 

condition was used. In organic phase domain with film, there was film inlet and outlet, 

Neumann type boundary condition was used. The negative x-velocity was given to the 

capillary wall which moved the capillary wall in negative direction while the slug was 

stationary. The other velocities like film velocity and interface velocities were defined 

relatively.   
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Solution and Postprocessing 

Initially the simulations were carried out in order to make the solution grid independent using 

different levels of refinement. Stationary flow fields were achieved with equidistant time 

stepping of 0.01 and total time of 30 sec for each slug. Similarly equidistant time stepping of 

0.25 was used for visualization of General Mesh Viewer (GMV) outputs. The GMV outputs 

were taken with the same level of refinement. The Sun-Fire-880 computer system with 900 

MHz Sparcv9 processor was used for simulation. The total time required for simulation was 

1530 and 400 for aqueous (L = 2.379 mm) and organic (L = 0.561 mm) respectively.  

 

Particle Tracing  

Looking from the transport phenomenon point of view, it is crucial to know how and where 

circulation develops and where regions of stagnant flow are located. Here we show a method 

that can solve this problem called particle tracing. It is a method to visualize the material 

transport caused by a given stationary or instationary flow. This converts a eulerian 

description of a flow into the corresponding lagrangian description.   The difference is that it 

can only be done for some selected particle locations and not for the whole domain. 

Practically we define some particle sources that generate virtua l massless particles once or on 

a regular basis and follow the path in the given flow field over time. 

 

We have developed the algorithm called GMVPT (General Mesh Viewer Particle Tracing). It 

doesn't do its own flow simulation but imports flow fields from a series of GMV files 

generated by FEATFLOW. The domain description was given by a coarse grid and its 

refinements up to the level used by the GMV files. These were used to build up a hierarchical 

searching structure to determine in which cell each particle resides. Initially only the position 
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of a particle was given. The velocity of the flow at that position is in most cases not directly 

given and has to be interpolated from the values given in the grid nodes. By this information 

and the time step, we could determine the new position by the following simple relation: 

. PZ Z tυ= +∆%            (6) 

 

First we had to determine in which cell that particle was and which node data we had to use 

for the interpolation. This was done by using the multilevel structure of the grids as shown in 

Figure 2. Ideally full searches were done  only on the coarse grid level and then only for the 

cells that were generated by refining the found cells were looked at. But this only works with 

cell hierarchies which have the property that all generated cells are included in the cells they 

are generated from. For boundary cells this is not always true. Cells that are outside of their 

parent cell have because of this to be checked separately for each refinement level. For 

complicated domains with complex coarse grids, this method looses some of its advantages 

and it is planned to replace this method later by a quad tree based approach. If no cell can be 

determined to contain the particle, it will be considered outside of the domain and deleted. 

After we have determined a cell that contains the particle, a Newton based approach was used 

to reverse project the particle to the standard cell. There we perform a bilinear interpolation of 

the velocities (and other data fields) that was given in the corners of the standard cell. This 

approach works also for 3D where we can have hexahedral cells with non flat sides. 

 

 

Figure 2: Cell refinement 
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At this point the flow fields for instationary flows were not interpolated and used piecewise 

constant in time. The simulations were carried out with the result obtained by previous CFD 

simulations. The meshes with different level of refinement were generated with the help of in-

house developed graphical preprocessing tool, TRIGEN2D. It is the tool for 2D coarse 

triangulations and to write the corresponding data in some special format onto hard disc. We 

inserted the rectangular area of tracers with a constant frequency to simulate a constant stream 

of particles at various operating conditions.  

 

Results and Discussion 

Velocity Profile 

The counters of simulated x-directional velocity in slug (L > D) without film for aqueous and 

organic slug are shown in Figure 3a. As can be seen, maximum velocity at the center and 

minimum velocity at the wall, showing fully developed parabolic (Poiseuille) profile, given 

by the following equation,  

2

2

( )
1.5 1 1

av

U r r
V R

 
= − − 

 
                            (7)

                  

Similar type of study was made by Thulasidas et al. (1997) in gas- liquid flow through circular 

and square cross section capillaries. This parabolic profile is bidirectional showing maximum 

velocity at the centre of the slug, zero velocity at some radial position r0 and negative velocity 

at the wall surface (see Figure 3b). The bidirectional profile is due to the closed geometries 

which become flat with decrease in the flow velocity. In the case of short slugs (like organic 

slug, L = 0.561 mm) with length is not long as compared to the diameter of the capillary, the 

profile observed was quantitatively different showing not fully developed flow. In this case, 
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dead zones rather than recirculation were observed. In some simulations, it shows that the 

front part of the slug has dead zones and the back part has circulation at the corner only. 

Increase in the length of the slug, the velocity profile was approached like Parabolic 

(Poiseuille) profile. In the case of slugs with film, the aqueous slug has same parabolic profile 

while in organic slug the parabolic profile is slightly disturbed near the interface due to film 

inlet and outlet but fully developed profile was observed at the centre of the slug. At the 

centre of the slug, the same velocity profile like slug without film was observed since the film 

thickness is very less as compared to the diameter of the slug. 

  
Figure 3a: Contours of velocity in x-direction (u) of aqueous and organic slug respectively 
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Figure 3b: Parabolic velocity profile inside the slug. 

(Aqueous slug, L = 2.379 mm, D = 0.75 mm) 
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Internal Recirculations  

In slug flow reactor, when the solute diffuses through the interface from one slug to the other, 

it circulates inside the slug and convective mass transfer takes place. Here the convective 

mass transfer depends on the intensity of internal circulations while diffusion depends on the 

intensity of circulations inside both slugs. The contours of internal circulations (velocity 

vector magnitude) inside the aqueous and organic slug showing circulations and stagnant 

region (zero cell vector magnitude) are shown in Figure 4. These circulations were observed 

at all flow velocities. Similar type of recirculations inside the discrete liquid drop in a slit type 

were presented by Handique and Burns (2001) and studied the convection and diffusion 

dominated mixing strategy of solute in a moving discrete drop. 

 

The recirculations are around the two stagnant regions (see Figure 1b) showing intensity of 

recirculation is more at the centre of the slug and in between two stagnant regions. The 

velocity inside the slug is zero at this stagnant region and the radial position was calculated by 

equating u(r) equal to zero in velocity profile equation. This dimensionless radial distance as a 

function of average flow velocity is plotted in Figure 5. As can be seen, at low flow velocity 

the stagnant region is at half of the length of the slug but with further increase in velocity (~50 

mm/s), the stagnant region shifts towards the back interface (upstream) of the slug. The liquid 

circulate around the stagnant region hence the intensity of circulation is more towards the 

back interface. In the case of slug without film, with increasing length of the slug, the stagnant 

region shifts more towards the upstream. The same behavior was observed for aqueous slug 

with film also. But for organic slug with flow, since there is inflow and outflow, the stagnant 

region as at the centre of the slug at all flow velocities, showing that the intensity of 

recirculations is maximum at the centre. 
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Figure 4. Internal circulations inside the aqueous and organic slug respectively 
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Figure 5: Distance of centre of stagnant region from the back interface for slugs without and 
with film respectively 

 
 

The circulation time inside the slug is calculated from simulated results (Equation 3 and 4) 

and plotted as a function of average flow velocities in Figure 6. Thulasidas et al (1997) 
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reported recirculation time in gas- liquid flow with film showing that at low capillary number 

the recirculation time inside the liquid slug has no effect but increases at high capillary 

number (~ 0.1). In case of slug without film, for a slug with sufficient length (L>D), the flow 

velocity has no significant effect on circulation time. The circulation time is constant in 

between 3 to 4 which indicates that a typical particle inside the slug will move from one end 

of the slug to other end during the time the slug travel a distance of 3 to 4 times its length. For 

a slug with length less than the diameter of the slug (see organic slug with L = 0.5616 mm in 

Figure 7), at low liquid velocity the circulation time was constant, but with increase in the 

flow velocity, circulation time decreases and again remains constant. It shows that at low flow 

velocity, the liquid circulate slowly and the circulations increases with increase in flow 

velocity upto 80 mm/s but further increase in velocity has no effect on recirculation time. In 

film flow, for aqueous slug the circulation time is larger than the case of without film due to 

the decrease in the diameter of the slug and increase in slug velocity. It also decreases with 

increase in the flow velocity. For organic slug, the circulation time is constant at all flow 

velocities since there was film inflow and outflow as well.     

 

Particle Tracing 

The simulations with 2000 macro time steps and duration of 0.01 for both the slugs at 

different tracer block locations were carried out. The internal circulations inside aqueous and 

organic slug by particle tracing observed at different time for a flow velocity of 5.64 mm/s are 

shown in Figure 7. As can be seen, the rectangular block with 100x100 particles is located 

along the axis near to the back interface at time zero. With increase in time, the particles move 

along the flow and reach the other end of the slug within 2 sec for aqueous slug and 1 sec for 

organic slug. The simulations with blocks of height equal to the diameter of the slug clearly 

show the circulations and the stagnant region inside the slug. The particle in the stagnant 
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region stays at the same position while the other particles move around them showing 

recirculations. Thus, the particle tracing shows quantitative prediction of internal circulations 

inside the liquid slugs. 
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Figure 6: Circulation time inside the liquid slug with respect to the average flow velocity. 
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Figure 7: Internal circulations by particle tracing in aqueous and organic slugs respectively. 

(Vav = 5.64 mm/s, D = 0.75 mm) 
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Conclusion 

The effect of different flow velocities on the velocity profile and internal circulations has been 

studied with the help of CFD. A particle tracing algorithm was developed to visualize the 

flow patterns inside the slug. The simulated results show that the position of the stagnant 

region changes with change in flow velocity. At low flow velocity and slug with sufficient 

length, the flow has no significant effect on the circulation time inside the slug but with 

further increase in flow velocity the circulation time decreases. The developed particle tracing 

algorithm gives qualitative information about the circulations and stagnant region. In the 

future work, free surface CFD methodology will be developed and physical experiments will 

be carried out for internal circulations. 
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Notations  

Ca Capillary number [-] 

h Film thickness [mm] 

L Length of slug [mm] 

R Radius of capillary [mm] 

RS Radius of slug [mm] 

r Radial position [mm] 

r0 Radial position of stagnant region [mm] 

U(r) Velocity inside the slug at radial position r [mm/s] 

Vav Average flow velocity [mm/s] 

VS Slug velocity [mm/s] 

VP Velocity of particle [mm/s] 

τ  Circulation time [-] 

Z Initial position of the particle [mm] 

Z%  Position of particle after time t∆ [mm] 
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